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Abstract

Trust plays a crucial role for interaction among autonomous entities in
distributed intelligent computing. In this paper, we first present various
models of computational trust and describe the formal definitions of the
concept. Then we investigate classes of computational trust functions
which has been constructed from various trust types. In addition, we
consider a class of special functions that represent the reference trust
from lying entities.

1 Introduction

Trust has been widely investigated in various view points from sociologists,
psychologists, economists and computer scientists. It has been computational
models for recommender systems in various applications such as E-Business,
Multi-Agent Systems, Web Services, Grid Computing, P2P networks, Adhoc
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networks etc. Most of the computational models ([1]–[11]) have accepted the
definition of trust as a quantified belief by a truster on a trustee with respect
to the competence, honesty, security and dependability within a specified con-
text. However, rather than the formal investigation, the current researches in
computational trust focus on construction of algorithms with various types of
trust: (i) Experience trust: computing trust based on truster personal experi-
ence; (ii) Reference trust: estimating trust value by using evaluation feedback
of partners in the community. This type of trust is also named reputation;
(iii)Similarity trust: estimating trust value based on similarity of partners on
profile or evaluation in the community; (iv) Unreliable trust: measuring trust
value from partners who may provide unreliable information; (v) Hybrid trust:
using hybrid combination of some trust types. To our knowledge, most of hy-
brid models concentrate on only considering the integration of experience and
reference trusts. Combining more trust resources for computation needs to be
considered furthermore.

In this paper, rather than focusing on computational aspect, we describe
a mathematical approach to formalize the construction of trust concepts from
various viewpoints and then investigate classes of functions contributing to
the construction of computational algorithms. The remainder of this paper
is structured as follows. Section 2 presents preliminaries for developing the
mathematical models. Section 3 describes definitions for trust types and func-
tional classes for contributing to construction of computational models of trust.
Conclusion is presented in Section 4.

2 Preliminaries

We call a software agent or briefly agent to be an autonomous entity who takes
part in computational cooperation of a distributed intelligent system. This sec-
tion presents the definitions and notations which are basis for the presentation
in the next section.

• A = {a1, · · · , an} be a set of agents, representing providers or consumers
of items or services;

• Uij is a set of interaction among agents i and j according to the time and
then | Uij | is a number of interaction;

• Wi ⊂ A is a world of agents, with whom agent i has interacted in the
past;

Definition 1. A trust is a function t : A × A → [0, 1], in which [0, 1] is an
unit interval of the real numbers. The value t(a, b) = α means that a (truster)
trusts b (trustee) with respect to the degree α.
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3 Trust Function Classes

3.1 Class of Experience Trust Functions

Intuitively, the evaluation in trust of an agent a on an agent b depends on
temporal interaction among them. It means that the dynamics of trust are
represented by means of the change of trust values in time. For simplicity, we
denote T to be the set of temporal points and w = (w1, w2, ...w|Uij|) to be
the weight vector, in which | Uij | is a number of interaction among agents
i and j, such that

∑|Uij|
k=1 wk = 1 and wk1 � wk2 if k1 < k2. The vector is

used to describe the weighted evaluation of temporal trust. The constraints
wk1 � wk2 if k1 < k2 illustrates a fact that the more recent evaluation of an
agent i on an agent j is more important than the previous ones.

Definition 2. ([9]) Experience trust of agent i in agent j is a mapping eij :
[0, 1]|Uij| × [0, 1]|Uij| → [0, 1], which is defined by the formula

eij(tij , w) = tij ∗ w =
|Uij|∑
k=1

tkij ∗ wk (1)

where tij is the vector of temporal interaction trust of agent i in its partner j
and w is the vector of weighted interaction.

It is easy to construct the vector of weighted interaction based on Regular
Decreasing Monotone (RDM) linguistic quantifier function, which is given in
the following definition.

Definition 3. ([9]) The function q : [0, 1] → [0, 1] is a RDM one, if and only
if it satisfies the following conditions:

(i) q(0) = 1
(ii) q(1) = 0

(iii) q(i1) � q(i2) if i1 < i2.

Proposition 1. ([9]) Suppose that q is a RDM function. Then the vector
w = (wi) generated by the following formula

wi = q

(
i − 1
| Uij |

)
− q

(
i

| Uij |

)
for i = 1, ..., | Uij |

is the vector of weighted interaction.

3.2 Class of Reputation Trust Functions

In this section, we denote Wi ⊆ A to be a world of agents, with whom agent i
has interacted in the past. Intuitively, when an agent i needs to be based on
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other agents in Wi for evaluating an agent j (j is not in Wi), its trust value
on j must be greater than minimizing and smaller maximizing all values of
partner values.

Definition 4. The function t : A×A → [0, 1] is a reputation one in the world
Wi iff it satisfies the following conditions:

minx∈Wi t(x, j) ≤ t(i, j) ≤ maxx∈Wi t(x, j)

We have the following proposition.

Proposition 2. Suppose that Wi is a world composed of agents, with whom
the agent i has interacted. The function tR computed by means of average of
individual trusts

tR(i, j) =
1

| Wi |
∑
l∈Wi

t(l, j)

is the reputation function.

3.3 Class of Similarity Trust Functions

In the reality, a truster i may infer a trust value on a trustee j by reasoning
itself on the similarity of the trustee with other well known trustees. There
are several methods to measure the similarity between two objects (e.g., [10]).
Without loss of generality, assume that {a1, a2, ...an} are attributes that are
used to measure the similarity between two agents. In order to keep our model
as simple as possible, we use distance between two agents based on a weighted
average operator over the differences of all considered attributes of two agents.

Definition 5. Suppose that ak
i and ak

j are values on the attribute ak, after
having normalized, of agent i and agent j, respectively. The difference between
agent i and agent j (i, j ∈ A) on attribute ak is defined as follows:

dk
ij =| ak

i − ak
j | (2)

The trust estimation of truster i on trustee j via another trustee l is based on
the combination of the experience trust of i about l and the similarity between
l and j. Intuitively, this computation must satisfy the following conditions:

• The more the experience trust of i about l is high, the more the similar
trust is high;

• The more the difference between l and j is low, the more the trust value
is close to the experience trust of the well known trustee.

These constraints may be represented by the following Similar-based Trust
Function - STF:
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Definition 6. A function tsim : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] is called the similar trust
function, denote STF, if and only if it satisfies the following conditions:

(i). tsim(e1, d) � tsim(e2, d) if e1 � e2;
(ii). | e − tsim(e, d1) |�| e − tsim(e, d2) | if d1 � d2;

The individual similar trust of a truster i on a trustee j via the similarity
between the trustee j and another trustee l is defined as follows:

Definition 7. The individual similar trust of a truster i about a trustee j
via the similarity between the trustee j and another trustee l is a mapping
fs : [0, 1]× [0, 1] → [0, 1] from the experience trust of truster i about trustee l
and the difference between trustee l and trustee j:

sl
ij = fs(Eil, dlj) (3)

where fs is a STF function, Eil is the experience trust of truster i on trustee
l, dlj is the difference between agent j and agent l.

3.4 Class of Functions against Liars

Suppose that Xij ⊆ A is a set of agents that agent i refers their trust from
agent j and that agent i has already at least one transaction with them. We
assume that an agent always trusts on itself. So, the trust of referee j from
the point of view of agent i is determined based on the difference between
experience trust Eik and the trust rj

ik of agent i in agent k referred via agent
j (for all k ∈ Xij). Intuitively, the trust of referee must satisfy these following
conditions:

• The more the difference between Eik and rj
ik is big, the less agent i trust

on the referee j, and conversely;

• The more the difference between Eik and rj
ik is small, the more agent i

trusts on the referee j.

These constraints are defined by the following liar-against function:

Definition 8. A function h : [0, 1] × [0, 1] → [0, 1] is called the liar-against
function iff it satisfies the following conditions:

h(e1, r1) � h(e2, r2) if | e1 − r1 |�| e2 − r2 |
Definition 9. Referee trust Sil : A×A → [0, 1] of agent i on the referee l is
defined by the formula:

Sil(i, j) =
1

| Xil |
∗

∑
j∈Xil

h(Eij, r
l
ij) (4)

in which h is a liar-against function and Eij is the experience trust of i on j,
rl
ij is the reputation trust of agent i on agent j that is referred via referee l.
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Proposition 3. A function h : [0, 1]× [0, 1] → [0, 1] defined by the formula

h(x, y) = 1− | x − y |

is a liar-against function.

3.5 Class of Composition Functions

Intuitively, the combination trust of types of trusts must satisfy the following
conditions:

• It must neither lower than the minimal and nor higher the maximal of
experience trust and reference trust;

• The more the experience trust is high, the more the combination trust is
high;

• The more the reference trust is high, the more the combination trust is
high.

These constraints may be represented by the following combination function.

Definition 10. A function tc : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] is called the combination function
iff it satisfies the following conditions:

(i) min(x1, x2) � t(x1, x2) � max(x1, x2);
(ii) t(x1, x2) � t(y1, y2) for each i = 1, 2 such that xi � yi.

Proposition 4. Suppose that f1, · · · , fn are trust functions. The function f
defined by the formula

f(i, j) = w1 ∗ f1(i, j) + w2 ∗ f2(i, j) + · · ·+ wn ∗ fn(i, j)

in which w = (w1, . . . , wn) is a weighted vector, w1 + · · · + wn = 1, is a
combination function.

Definition 11. The combination trust is defined by the following formula

f(i, j) = w1 ∗ f1(i, j) + w2 ∗ f2(i, j) + w3 ∗ f3(i, j) + w4 ∗ f4(i, j)

in which w = (w1, · · · , w4) is a weighted vector, w1 + w2 + w3 + w4 = 1 and
f1, f2, f3, f4 are experience trust, reputation trust, similarity trust, liar-against
functions, respectively.
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4 Conclusion & Discussion

In this paper, we have introduced a formalization of concepts on types of trust.
Based on these definition, we have described classes of trust functions, which
contribute to computational trust models for estimating trust values. These
functional classes represent features of the corresponding types of trust. We are
currently considering an implementation and evaluation of function classes as
well as their applications. The research results will be presented in our future
work.
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